A modern general-purpose graphics processing unit (GPGPU) usually consists of multiple streaming multiprocessors (SMs), each having a pipeline that incorporates a group of threads executing a common instruction flow. Although SMs are designed to work independently, we observe that they tend to exhibit very similar behavior for many workloads. If multiple SMs can be grouped and work in the lock-step manner, it is possible to save energy by sharing the front-end units among multiple SMs, including the instruction fetch, decode, and schedule components. However, such sharing brings architectural challenges and sometime causes performance degradation. In this article, we show our design, implementation, and evaluation for such an architecture, which we call Buddy SM. Specifically, multiple SMs can be opportunistically grouped into a buddy cluster. One SM becomes the master, and the rest become the slaves. The front-end unit of the master works actively for itself as well as for the slaves, whereas the front-end logics of the slaves are power gated. For efficient flow control and program correctness, the proposed architecture can identify unfavorable conditions and ungroup the buddy cluster when necessary. We analyze various techniques to improve the performance and energy efficiency of Buddy SM. Detailed experiments manifest that 37.2% front-end and 7.5% total GPU energy reduction can be achieved.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, general-purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs) have experienced tremendous growth as general-purpose and high-throughput computing devices. GPGPU vendors keep adding architectural innovations that push the parallel processing capability of a GPGPU magnitudes higher than a CPU [NVIDIA Corporation 2012b; Brookwood 2010] . As a throughput-oriented device, a typical GPGPU chip has multiple computing engines called streaming multiprocessors (SMs), as in NVIDIA's terminology. The SMs are identical hardware clones that operate independently for the shader program execution. In this article, we define the logics in an SM for fetching, decoding, and issuing instructions as the pipeline front-end, which normally includes the first several pipeline stages, such as the instruction cache, the instruction buffer, the instruction decoder, the scoreboard, the warp scheduler, and the SIMT stack. Given the large number of concurrent thread warps (up to 48 in NVIDIA Fermi [NVIDIA Corporation 2009] architecture) in an SM for processing, the pipeline front-end usually takes a significant portion of the transistor budget and accounts for an average of 18% of the GPGPU's total dynamic power [Hong and Kim 2010; Lashgar et al. 2013] . Zhang et al. [2011] found that the fetch unit alone accounts for about 12% of the GPGPU's power and is the fourth most power hungry component. Figure 1 shows the power breakdown of the benchmarks from CUDA SDK 4.1 [NVIDIA Corporation 2012a] , Parboil [Stratton et al. 2012] , Rodinia [Che et al. 2009] , and GPGPU-Sim 3.2.1 [Bakhoda et al. 2009 ] on a simulated NVIDIA GTX480 GPU.
In the GPGPU programming model (CUDA or OpenCL), kernels from an application are processed in a sequential order. Each kernel consists of multiple thread blocks, which can be thought as the instantiation of the kernels. A thread block can only reside in one SM, but it can be subdivided into one or more warps, with each warp encapsulating 32 threads. Different thread blocks are distributed across all the SMs in the round-robin manner. Thread blocks within the same kernel typically apply the same instruction stream but operate on different data. Current SM designs require every SM to operate independently, and the instruction execution flow is local to each individual SM. However, if thread blocks on different SMs come from a same kernel, the program instruction streams and the execution flows on different SMs will be quite similar or sometimes even identical for many GPGPU applications. This characteristic provides a unique opportunity for the resource sharing of the pipeline front-end units in different SMs, leaving room for power reduction in the fetch, decode, schedule, and other components.
In Zhang and Liang [2014] , we proposed a preliminary architectural technique to share the GPGPU pipeline front-end units among SMs for improved energy efficiency. With this technique, neighboring SMs are grouped together into sharing clusters for synchronous execution. For example, a 16-SM GPU can be organized into four sharing clusters with four SMs in each cluster, as shown in Figure 2 . SMs 1, 5, 9, and 13 become the masters in their corresponding clusters, whereas the rest become the slaves. All SMs in a sharing cluster proceed in a lock-step manner under the instrument of the master. Different sharing clusters work independently without synchronization. The master's pipeline front-end is always powered on to work as usual, performing instruction fetching and decoding, scoreboard checking, and instruction issuing. However, the pipeline front-end units of all slaves are not in operation during the sharing period. Slave SMs simply accept commands from the master and follow the same operations. The execution, register file (RF), and memory units in the slaves are not affected and work as normal. This essentially means that all instructions executed in a sharing cluster are synchronized during the sharing period and the pipeline front-ends of all slaves can be powered off for energy savings.
To improve the preliminary technique in Zhang and Liang [2014] , we do further study and extend the technique on several aspects. First, we propose a new adaptive buddy cluster formation technique to improve system performance. Second, we construct simple large warp architectures and an eight-buddy architecture to compare the performance with preferred two-buddy and four-buddy architectures. We also evaluate additional regrouping strategies. Third, we run additional experiments to evaluate the characteristics of the benchmarks and categorize them into regular and irregular and compute-intensive and memory-intensive applications so that we can thoroughly analyze and explain the final performance results. Fourth, we perform new experiments to investigate the direct impact of our front-end sharing architecture on applications: issuing stalls and the memory access latency. Finally, we add a background section to introduce the components in SM front-end and the mechanism of instruction issue to help readers for a better understanding of this work. We name the extended architectural technique Buddy SM.
In summary, this article makes the following major contributions:
-We propose a novel pipeline front-end sharing scheme called Buddy SM, which leverages the unique program execution behavior of thread blocks in GPGPUs for energy savings. During the buddy period, only the front-end units in master SMs are working, whereas those of the slaves are powered off. -We design and implement the Buddy SM scheme based on the NVIDIA Fermi architecture. We propose effective grouping, ungrouping, and regrouping mechanisms and an adaptive buddy cluster formation method to ensure the correct execution and good performance. -We benchmark and categorize a suite of applications with diverse characteristics.
Then we evaluate the Buddy SM scheme with these applications for different types of cluster formations and compare its performance with simple large warp architectures. We analyze the impact of the scheme on applications as well as the performance and energy efficiency results.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 introduces the background. Section 4 presents the implementation detail of the Buddy SM architecture. Section 5 introduces the experiment methodology. Section 6 discusses the experiment results. Section 7 concludes the article.
RELATED WORK
Improving GPU energy efficiency has raised increasing attention in the architectural community in recent years. Lashgar et al. [2013] observed temporal instruction locality in GPU microarchitectures. They proposed to add a filter cache to eliminate 30% to 100% of instruction cache requests, which can reduce the front-end energy up to 19%. Their scheme also incurs hardware cost and cannot save power of many front-end units, unlike Buddy SM. There is a large body of works focusing on reducing power consumption of RFs in GPUs. Gebhart et al. [2011] observed that the registers are often read within three instructions after the write. They proposed an RF cache to reduce the number of accesses to the conventional power-hungry RF. They further introduced a two-level warp scheduler to prevent heavy contention on the cache. Several works have used emerging memory for RFs on GPUs to save energy. Jing et al. [2013] proposed using eDRAM as the replacement of SRAM for the on-chip storage including RFs to gain better energy efficiency. Goswami et al. [2013] integrated STT-RAM into GPUs as RFs. They introduced differential memory update, a merged register-write mechanism and a write-back buffer to coalesce multithreaded write accesses to save write energy. Yu et al. [2011] proposed using hybrid SRAM-DRAM RF architecture together with context switching mechanisms for energy savings. Differently from these works, we try to reduce GPU energy by sharing front-end units among several SMs.
In Zhang and Liang [2014] , we proposed an architecture to opportunistically group and ungroup several neighboring SMs for execution. As far as we know, that work is the first to bind several SM processors to work in lock-step manner in GPUs. Combining several smaller cores into a single larger and more capable CPU core has been studied in previous works. Core fusion by Ipek et al. [2007] and core federation by Tarjan et al. [2008] were proposed, in which the cores of a homogeneous CMP were reconfigured at runtime into stronger cores by "fusing" resources from the available cores. However, they both use noncentralized hardware, and the scalability is limited by branch predictions, memory addresses, and the instruction window size. Another approach to the fusing of homogeneous cores is presented as composable lightweight processors [Kim et al. 2007] , where 32 dual-issue cores could be fused into a single 64-issue processor. All of these schemes [Ipek et al. 2007; Tarjan et al. 2008; Kim et al. 2007 ] exhibit a high intercore communication overhead. Compared to these schemes, our scheme needs fewer architectural changes. The Voltron architecture from Zhong et al. [2007] allows multiple in-order VLIW cores of a chip multiprocessor (CMP) to combine into a larger VLIW core. The Cray X1 gangs together SSPs in an MSP for synchronous execution [Dunigan Jr. et al. 2005] . Our work does not try to combine SMs to improve overall performance; instead, it attempts to power off most front-end units in GPUs and leave only one front-end in each buddy cluster to serve all of the back-ends to save energy.
To improve the resource utilization and performance of GPUs, various approaches have been proposed. Some studies tried to address the control divergences and the SIMD width effect issues. Fung et al. proposed the dynamic formation of warps [Fung et al. 2007 ] and later the thread block compaction [Fung and Aamodt 2011] to deal with diverging branches. Meng et al. [2010] proposed dynamic warp subdivision, which allows a single warp to occupy more than one slot in the scheduler to improve branch and memory divergence tolerances. Rhu and Erez [2012] introduced the CARPRI method for branch compaction, which avoids the unnecessary synchronization and only stalls threads that benefit from compaction. As a continuous work, the authors proposed the SIMD lane permutation [Rhu and Erez 2013b] to rearrange the mappings from threads to SIMD lanes for more effective thread compaction. The authors also proposed the dual-path execution model [Rhu and Erez 2013a] to allow the interleaved execution of two different paths. Narasiman et al. [2011] proposed the large warp microarchitecture and the two-level warp scheduling. Their large warp architecture creates fewer but larger warps that have a significantly larger number of threads than the SIMD width of the core, dynamically creating SIMD-sized sub-warps from the active threads in the large warps. Most of these works require the reorganization of threads every cycle and introduce hardware overhead to support such reorganization. Several works studied the impact of SIMD width on performance [Meng et al. 2012; Lashgar et al. 2012] and concluded that large warps improve the memory access coalescing but suffer more synchronization overhead, memory divergences, and branch divergences. Their evaluations showed that most benchmarks exhibited performance degradation when running large warps where NK-threaded warps running on K-wide SIMD lanes. Differently from these works, Buddy SM deals with branch divergences for correct execution instead of improved performance. Buddy SM tries to power-off as many front-end units as possible to save energy on diverse workloads, whereas the other works handle control divergence in irregular workloads for better performance.
BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide background information for the front-end units in GPGPUs, including the components and the working principles.
The Pipeline Front-End
A modern GPGPU consists of many small cores (the SMs). In the NVIDIA Fermi architecture [NVIDIA Corporation 2009] , each SM has 32 data processing lanes with powerful arithmetic units, cache/shared memory, RFs, and a front-end unit, as shown in Figure 3 . There are several major components in the front-end unit of an SM: -Instruction cache and buffer: All active warps in an SM share an instruction cache.
On the contrary, each active warp has its own instruction buffer. The instruction buffer is used to buffer two to four decoded instructions. Every buffer entry has a valid bit to indicate if there is a nonissued instruction within this entry. -Instruction fetch and decode: A warp is eligible for instruction fetch if it has no valid instructions left in its instruction buffer. All eligible warps are scheduled to access the instruction cache in the round-robin manner. Once selected, a read request is sent to the instruction cache with the address of the next instruction. If the instruction is found (instruction cache hit), the instruction buffer fetches it and sends it to the decoding stage directly. Otherwise, the instruction buffer sends out a memory request to fetch the instruction. Before the instruction is acquired from the main memory, the instruction buffer is held for later cache accesses. When the instruction shows up in the instruction cache, the instruction buffer will be arranged to fetch it again. At the decoding stage, the recent fetched instructions are decoded and stored in their corresponding buffer entries. -SIMT stack: Each warp has its own SIMT stack to handle the control flow due to branch divergences. There are various techniques for reducing the negative impact of branch divergences. GPGPU-Sim 3.2.1 adopts the classic postdominator stack-based reconvergence mechanism introduced in Fung et al. [2009] . This technique tries to synchronize the divergent threads at the immediate postdominator to have more parallel threads running together after the reconvergence point. Each entry in a SIMT stack consists of a target PC, the immediate postdominator reconvergence PC, and the thread mask of the warp. At each divergent branch, a new entry is pushed onto the top of the stack. Later, the top-of-stack entry is popped when the warp reaches its reconvergence point. The SIMT stack is updated after every instruction issuance. The top-of-stack entry always records the exact next PC, the reconvergence PC, and the active mask that this warp should take, no matter whether a branch diverges or not. -Scoreboard: The scoreboard in a GPGPU SM is similar to that in a CPU, which checks for WAR, WAW, and RAW dependency hazards. Each active warp has a corresponding entry in the scoreboard, and every instruction needs to perform a full scoreboard checking, causing power and area overhead. At the issue stage, the destination register of a warp instruction is recorded (register reserve) into that warp's scoreboard entry. Upon completion (writeback) of each instruction, the reserved register is removed (register release) from that scoreboard entry. Before the release of a register in the scoreboard, any dependent instruction that reads or writes to this register is held from issuing. -Schedule and issue: All ready warp instructions that pass the scoreboard checking become candidates for issuing. In every clock cycle, the warp schedulers choose up to two instructions for issuing (so-called dual issue in Fermi), depending on the available issue slots. The choice of issuing warps depends on the scheduling policies, such as least recently issued, age based issue, priority based issue, or compiler directed issue policies. The scheduling policy has a significant impact on application performance. The warp schedulers can be power hungry depending on the implementation.
Instruction Issue Stage
At the issue stage, the warp scheduler checks all candidate warps for issuing. We use the greedy then oldest (GTO) scheduler [Rogers et al. 2012] in our experiments; this scheduler is the default scheduling scheme in GPGPU-sim. A warp is eligible to issue an instruction if it meets all the following conditions [Aamodt and Fung 2013]:
-The warp is not waiting at a barrier.
-It has valid instructions in its instruction buffer.
-An instruction passes the scoreboard checking.
-The instruction has no structural hazard. The structural hazard checking is performed by examining the availability of three pipeline status registers: ID_OC_SP, ID_OC_SFU, ID_OC_MEM. Instructions are issued to the corresponding function units based on their types. Memory instructions, including load/store and atomics, are issued to the memory pipelines. Other instructions are issued to SP or SFU units. The three status registers reflect the current availability status for different function units.
During the issue stage, if a branch divergence is detected, the instruction buffer of the warp is flushed and its next PC is updated to the target address from the SIMT stack. The detection is made by comparing the warp instruction's PC and the next PC in the top-of-stack entry of the SIMT stack. New instructions at the target address will be fetched and decoded, and this warp will become eligible for issuing again.
BUDDY SM SCHEME

Buddy Cluster Architecture
The basic Buddy SM scheme allows two or four neighboring SMs to form a buddy cluster. A GPGPU can be split into several buddy clusters, depending on its total number of SMs and the size configuration of the buddy cluster. Each buddy cluster contains a master SM and several slave SMs. SMs within a buddy cluster are called cluster members. There is a small network on chip (NoC) in the cluster for the communication between cluster members. The detail of the NoC will be presented in Section 4.7.
The architecture of an example two-buddy cluster is illustrated in Figure 4 . SM 1 is the master, and SM 2 is the slave. In SM 1, all front-end components are activated. There is an enhanced scoreboard in SM 1 to track the data dependency for memory instructions (e.g., LD, Atomic) from all cluster members. For nonmemory instructions (e.g., ADD, Multiply), the scoreboard only checks the master's own data dependency. This is because nonmemory instructions have a same execution latency on the master and slaves, whereas the memory instructions vary in latency on different SMs. The warp schedulers of the master determine the instructions to be issued to the entire cluster. All SMs in a cluster work in a synchronous manner.
In the slave SM 2, all front-end components are power gated except for the SIMT stack. Slave SMs still manage their own SIMT stacks for recording branch divergences and reconvergence conditions. This is useful when the cluster is ungrouped, after which every SM in the cluster will operate independently. Details will be presented in Section 4.5. 
Instruction Issue
One key question is how master SMs schedule and issue instructions. In every issue cycle, each master SM checks the criteria presented in Section 3.2 to decide if a warp instruction can be issued. In most cases, it only needs to check its local information (SIMT stack, scoreboard, execution units status, etc.) because for the fully synchronized execution in the buddy cluster, the data path in all SMs will exhibit exactly the same behavior. To issue an instruction to the slaves, the master needs to send decoded instructions through the NoC in the cluster.
However, there are exceptions for memory-related operations. Since the latency for accessing memory can be different across SMs, we use an enhanced scoreboard in each master to track the completion of memory accesses. An enhanced scoreboard is implemented by adding four more monitoring bits to each scoreboard entry, as there are at most four SMs in each cluster (in the four-buddy configuration). Slaves are required to send "ACKs" to their master through the NoC to acknowledge the completion of memory accesses including the shared and global memories. A corresponding monitoring bit is cleared when a master receives an ACK or the master itself completes a memory access. When all monitoring bits of a scoreboard entry are cleared, this entry will be removed from the enhanced scoreboard. Nonmemory instructions do not need acknowledgments because of the fixed latency.
Uniform Concurrent Thread Array Blocks Dispatching
Each GPU has a global concurrent thread array (CTA) scheduler for allocating thread blocks onto SMs. In conventional design, SMs work independently and can be assigned a different number of thread blocks. However, to maintain the correct Buddy SM operation, the CTA scheduler needs to assign an equal number of blocks for all SMs in a cluster. Otherwise, either the master may issue instructions not existing on slaves or some instructions on slaves never get issued. Either case will cause error. In the Buddy SM scheme, every SM in a cluster will receive an equal number of thread blocks at the beginning of execution. When all SMs in the cluster finish a same thread block, the CTA scheduler will dispatch a new set of blocks onto the SMs. A K-bit vector is used to track each buddy cluster where K is the buddy size. An SM set its bit in the vector when it can receive a new thread block. The CTA scheduler can dispatch thread blocks to SMs in a cluster when all bits are set in the clusters vector. Figure 5 illustrates a scenario in a four-buddy cluster. At time T 0, each SM in this cluster receives four blocks and begins to execute. At T 1, all SMs finish one block and are assigned a new block at T 2. At T n, all of the blocks are finished. However, a GPU application may have multiple kernels with various number of blocks. The number of blocks may not always be dividable for the buddy size. This might cause performance issues for Buddy SM, as described in detail in Section 4.8.
Grouping
Normally, a GPU application consists of multiple kernels. The Buddy SM scheme will split a GPU into clusters at the time to launch a new kernel onto the GPU. Depending on the buddy size N, all N adjacent SMs are grouped into a buddy cluster. In each cluster, the SM with the minimum index will become the master, and the rest of the SMs become the slaves. For example, SM i , i = 2k+1, k = 0, 1, 2 . . . will become masters in the two-buddy case, and SM i , i = 4k + 1, k = 0, 1, 2 . . . will become masters in the four-buddy case. With this design, at most half of the SMs in a GPU can be masters and need to implement the enhanced scoreboard in hardware. The SMs within each cluster will be in synchronous execution. Clusters work independently with each other.
Ungrouping
The state-of-art GPGPUs utilize thread masks to distinguish branch directions. At every branch, threads in a warp going in one direction will set their bits in the thread mask to "1," whereas the others will set their bits in the mask to "0." In Buddy SM, the prerequisite for coupled execution is that the master and slaves in a buddy cluster execute the same instruction flow. Nevertheless, this is not always true even if SMs are processing thread blocks from the same kernel. When SMs in a buddy cluster execute different paths (called SM divergence), the cluster will be ungrouped. The SM divergence occurs more frequently in irregular applications. Figure 6 shows the pseudocode of the BFS kernel [Bakhoda et al. 2009 ], demonstrating how the SM divergence occurs in a four-buddy cluster. As shown in Figure 6 , each GPU thread processes a vertex in a graph, iterating on its edges and looking for unvisited one-hop neighboring vertices. However, vertices may have different numbers of edges, and thus different threads may finish the for sentence at different times. As a result, SMs executing the warps and blocks will differ in their thread masks.
We evaluated a wide range of applications, and most of them have no SM divergence. For all other cases, such as when warps on SMs traverse all branch directions or take the same direction, this is not divergence and thus Buddy SM will not be affected. Besides, in almost all cases when SM divergence occurs, buddy master and slaves will have different thread masks that can easily be identified. In very rare cases, the SM divergence happens even if SMs have the same thread masks. This is caused by the involvement of the thread ID into a condition evaluation so that the branch target addresses differ. To make our scheme simple and efficient, we leave this uncommon case to the compiler. A compiler can easily identify such cases and signal the hardware using the compiler hint. In the Buddy SM execution, after a branch instruction has been executed (thus the thread masks are determined or the compiler hint is resolved), the master will broadcast its thread masks to all cluster members. All slaves will compare their own thread masks with those of the master. If they diverge, the slaves will send an "ungroup" request to the master. The master will ungroup the cluster when it receives an ungroup request packet from any of the slaves. After a ramp-down period, all SMs will run independently without the front-end sharing. Since the slaves keep their own SIMT stacks as shown in Figure 4 , a slave will follow its own branch direction indicated in its local SIMT stack after ungrouping.
There are couple of things happening during the ramp-down period. First, the frontend units of the slaves have to be powered up, taking dozen of clock cycles. Second, since the slaves do not have scoreboard information (in the master only), they have to wait for the items in the master scoreboard to be completely cleared before they can start executing on their own. The waiting time of the preceding two usually causes overlaps. Third, the slaves need some warmup time for the instruction cache. The ungroup/rampdown takes place maximally once in every kernel; the new kernel regrouping strategy is presented in the next section. When executing thread blocks from a kernel, a buddy cluster is ungrouped when it encounters the first SM divergence. The costs of grouping and ungrouping are included in performance results.
Regrouping
After ungrouping, the clusters will have chances to regroup again. We consider two regrouping strategies: new kernel and halfway. Normally, GPU applications consist of multiple kernels, with each implementing a certain function. Under the new kernel strategy, buddy clusters, once ungrouped, will not try to regroup in current kernel. At the beginning of the next new kernel, SMs will be arranged to regroup for the Buddy SM execution even if they are only ungrouped in the last kernel.
The halfway regrouping strategy is an alternative way to regroup the ungrouped clusters at the next common reconvergence point. With this strategy, ungrouped clusters have more chances to regroup for the Buddy SM execution. However, SMs may reach the reconvergence point at different times. One SM may get to the reconvergence point earlier than other SMs, resulting in extra stalls. In addition, programs with this strategy may ungroup and regroup multiple times in a kernel, causing more overhead due to ungrouping operations during the ramp-down period. We will evaluate the performance of these two strategies for comparison.
Communications in Clusters
In Buddy SM, each buddy cluster has a NoC for the communication between the master and slaves. Figure 7(a) shows the connections of the NoC. There is a pair of wires connecting the master and each slave. The downlink connection from a master to a slave is 64 bits wide carrying the packets of decoded instructions. The uplink connection from a slave to a master is 16 bits wide carrying the acknowledgments and other information. fixed master design explained in Section 4.4, the SM with the minimum index in each cluster will become the master. For example, SM 1 becomes the master in the fourbuddy configuration, whereas SM 1 and SM 3 will be the masters in the two-buddy configuration. Same as the GPU interconnection network between the SMs and the L2 cache, the buddy cluster NoC operates at twice the frequency of the SM core. However, the buddy cluster NoC is totally 10 bytes (64 bit + 16 bit) wide, whereas the width of the GPU interconnection network is 32 bytes.
There are three major types of packets on the NoC: Inst Packet contains decoded instruction information; MemPacket contains memory access ACK messages; and Ctrl Packet controls the cluster behavior, such as ungrouping. CtrlPackets contribute a negligible portion of the total packets. Depending on the memory intensiveness, MemPackets can take a significant portion of the network traffic. The following present the detailed information for each type of packet: -Inst Packet: This packet has 64 bits. The first 32 bits include a 6-bit warp ID, a 4-bit function unit ID, a 6-bit operation ID, and a 16-bit immediate number. The second 32 bits contain five 5-bit register IDs. If the instruction is a branch, there is an additional packet containing the master's thread mask. -MemPacket: This packet has 16 bits. The slaves will acknowledge for the completion of each memory access with a packet. An ACK packet has a 2-bit access type, a 3-bit slave ID, a 6-bit warp ID, and a 5-bit register ID. -Ctrl Packet: Currently, there is only an "ungrouping" message sent in this type of packet. The packet has a 1-bit type ID and a 3-bit slave ID. The type ID is set to 1 for ungrouping.
Each Fermi SM has two warp schedulers. Therefore, at most two instructions can be issued in each SM core cycle. Since the NoC operates at twice the frequency of the core, they have enough bandwidth to transfer two instructions at the core cycle. Figure 8 shows the timing of the pipeline stages for a four-SM cluster. Besides the regular pipeline stages, a new "communicate" stage is inserted between the issue and the read operand stage. The instruction transfer from a master to its slaves should be made in this stage. As shown in Figure 9 , the Fermi GPU chip has roughly 23mm × 23mm die size and is manufactured in 40nm technology [Valich 2010 ], so we estimate that the communication stage takes one-cycle latency to traverse the distance between two adjacent SMs, which is roughly 5mm long. The delay of 5mm wire is 0.3ns (3.3GHz) reported by CACTI 6.0 [Muralimanohar et al. 2009 ]. We clock the NoC at 1.4GHz, which not only meets one cycle latency but also provides headroom for low-swing voltage operation that causes 0.6ns wire delay and 0.1ns signal regeneration that still meets timing. Low swing for wired bus is a common technology when latency is not critical. CACTI 6.0 reports 50fJ/bit/mm for low swing, about one sixth the energy of the full swing. Transferring a 64-bit instruction requires 50*64*5=16pJ, much less than reading a 64-bit instruction from a 4KB I-cache incurring 32pJ by CACTI 6.0. Furthermore, the slaves power off I-caches, saving leakage power. The I-cache miss power also reduces because slaves never fetch instructions from main memory. The total area of the cluster NoC is estimated to be 2.3% of the area of the GPU interconnection network between SMs and the L2 cache. The estimation is calculated based on the number of links (wires), the width of the links, and the length of these links.
Adaptive Buddy Cluster Formation
The default buddy cluster formation scheme will form M/N clusters with N SMs in each cluster for totally M SMs in a GPU. As shown in Figure 10 (a), a 16-SM GPU is split into four clusters with four SMs in each cluster. However, this default buddy cluster formation might cause a performance issue under the uniform CTA dispatching rule described in Section 4.3. The number of thread blocks (denoted as B) in a GPU kernel is determined by the amount of input data and the algorithm. Therefore, it might not always be dividable by N. For example, the sum of absolute difference (SAD) [Stratton et al. 2012 ] has a kernel of 99 thread blocks. With the uniform CTA dispatch rule, each SM will receive six thread blocks from the first wave of thread block dispatch at time T 0, as shown in Figure 10 (a). There are three remaining blocks that cannot be accepted by any cluster because the cluster has to receive four blocks at a time. Since there are remaining blocks, one cluster will be ungrouped to process the last three blocks at time T 1 when it completes all dispatched thread blocks. This causes starvation on other SMs and the overall extended execution time.
We propose an adaptive buddy cluster formation method to solve the issue. The general idea is to split one cluster at the very beginning of the thread block dispatching according to the reminder of B/N. The adaptive buddy cluster formation for a 16-SM GPU is shown in Table I . SMs of the last split cluster will process the residue blocks. For example, for four-buddy and three residue blocks, the last cluster is split into one two-buddy cluster and two independent SMs. All blocks can be distributed at time T 0, where SM 13, 14, and 15 accept one more block, as shown in Figure 10(b) . We call the SMs that handle the residue blocks responsible SMs. Other cases are shown in Table I . The adaptive buddy cluster formation process is made at the launching of each new kernel when the basic kernel information including block count is available. This method speeds up the execution and greatly reduces the performance overhead in Buddy SM. 
EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY
Power and Area Cost
5.1.1. Buddy Cluster NoC. We model the power of the buddy cluster NoC using GPUWattch [Leng et al. 2013] . GPUWattch is an integrated power modeling tool in the GPGPU-Sim simulator [Bakhoda et al. 2009 ] that can report the runtime power of each component. The Fermi architecture that we simulated has a crossbar interconnection network for the communication between SMs and the L2 cache. Figure 9 shows the die photo [Sandhu 2010 ] of a GTX480 GPU. We marked the regions of each SM, the L2 cache, and the DRAM controllers as indicated by NVIDIA Corporation [2009] . We can see that the middle part of the chip is the L2 cache with the cache controller at the center. At either side of the L2 cache, there are eight SMs closely fitted. Two and four memory controllers are located on the left and right sides of the chip, respectively.
We operate the buddy cluster NoC at 1.4GHz, as in the GPU interconnection network, which is twice the 700MHz SM core frequency. However, the buddy cluster NoC and the GPU interconnection network differ in the number of links, average packet traverse distance, NoC width, and amount of data transferred. We record the amount of data transferred for both the buddy cluster NoC and the GPU interconnection network at runtime. We also measure the average travel distance in Figure 9 . We assume that the power of the interconnection network and the buddy cluster NoC is linearly proportional to the average distance and amount of data transferred. Since GPUWattch can report the power consumption of the interconnection network, we can calculate the power of the buddy cluster NoC.
Enhanced Scoreboard.
Four bits need to be added for each entry in a master SM's scoreboard. Each scoreboard has at most 48 entries, as the prototype Fermi GPU architecture supports a maximum of 48 active warps per SM. Because of the fixed master design elaborated in Section 4.4, only half or a quarter of the SMs in a GPU can become masters in two-buddy and four-buddy configurations, respectively. Therefore, it accounts for 1,536 bits and 768 bits to enhance all scoreboards in a 16-SM GPU under two-buddy and four-buddy configurations, respectively.
One-hot coding is used in the added four bits to track the memory operations of the master and at most three slaves. We linearly scale the scoreboard power according to the ratio of the added bits over the original bits. This is because the scoreboard is mostly performing matching operations. One bit stands for one set of matching logics, and the total power is proportional to the number of bits in the scoreboard. Because of the fixed master design, at most half of the SMs in the GPU will incur this power overhead. The area of these extended bits is quite small and can be ignored. There is a trade-off between area and modular SM design and verification. To save area, one can implement the master specific addons only on the master SMs. However, for modular SM design and verification, these addons can be implemented on all SMs.
Benchmarks
Our simulated workloads are summarized in Table II . To show the generality of the proposed schemes, we mix benchmarks from four sources: NVIDIA CUDA SDK 4.1 [NVIDIA Corporation 2012a], Parboil [Stratton et al. 2012] , Rodinia [Che et al. 2009] , and the benchmark suite from GPGPU-Sim [Bakhoda et al. 2009 ]. We select the applications for diversity: there are memory-intensive applications and compute-intensive applications, as well as regular and irregular applications. In the table, the "gridDim" describes the number of kernels and thread blocks. For example, the ScalarProd has four kernels of the dimension (128,1,1). The "blockDim" refers to the dimension of threads in a thread block. From the table, we can see that most applications have multiple kernels, and the beginning of each kernel can be the regrouping point of Buddy SM. We carry out experiments with GPGPU-Sim to characterize these benchmarks. We use the default settings in the simulator without Buddy SM and execute applications one by one with different numbers of SMs to study their performance and memory access latency. Figure 11 shows their performance results normalized to that of a single SM. From the figure, we can conclude that BinomialOptions (BO), Coul. Potential (CP), AES, and PATH Finder (PF) are compute-intensive applications whose performance keeps increasing with the growing number of SMs. On the contrary, the performance of some other applications, such as BFS, varies very little with the number of SMs, possibly limited by the memory bandwidth or the amount of parallelism. Figure 12 presents the average memory access latency normalized to that of a single SM. Since the entire memory capacity and bandwidth are fixed, increasing SMs, and consequently more concurrent threads, will introduce more contentions on memory accesses. From the figure, we can see that BlackScholes (BS), SobolQRNG (SQ), Transpose (TP), and Scan (SC) are memory-intensive applications, as their average memory access latency increases significantly with the growing number of SMs but their performance changes only a little. Figure 13 shows the weighted average warp occupancy [Burtscher et al. 2012 ] for all cycles where an instruction is issued to the pipeline based on the active masks for all warps at the issue stage in each scheduler. The warp size is 32, but the 32 threads are not active all the time due to branch divergences. A program free of control-flow divergences can reach a weighted average warp occupancy of 32. Such applications are considered as regular workloads that do not suffer from thread divergences. On the contrary, an irregular application will have a relatively smaller weighted average warp occupancy [Burtscher et al. 2012] . From the figure, we can see that BFS, MergeSort (MS), and Histogram (HG) are irregular applications whose runtime behavior is determined by the input data. Both the control flow and the memory access patterns may vary depending on the input data. Irregular codes usually arise from the use of dynamic data structures, such as trees and graphs.
For the analysis, we conclude that our selection of benchmarks covers both computeintensive and memory-intensive workloads, as well as regular and irregular workloads. Therefore, these applications are suitable for the evaluation of the Buddy SM scheme.
Simulator Configurations
We use GPGPU-Sim 3.2.1 [Bakhoda et al. 2009 ] as our simulation platform. We adopt the settings for an NVIDIA GTX480 GPU (Fermi architecture). The machine parameters are listed in Table III . The default GTO scheduler [Rogers et al. 2012 ] is used as the warp scheduler. We evaluate the GPU and workload behavior under the two-buddy, four-buddy, and eight-buddy configurations. Runtime statistics including performance and power numbers are captured for each benchmark for analysis. The power consumption of each component is acquired from GPUWattch [Leng et al. 2013] inside GPGPU-Sim.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section presents the experiment results and analyzes the insights. The results include the buddy time percentage, evaluation of the regrouping strategies and the adaptive buddy cluster formation, impact of Buddy SM, performance, and energy savings of Buddy SM. Figure 14 shows the average percentage of cycles in the Buddy SM mode in total execution cycles (called buddy time percentage). A GPU application often has multiple kernels, and the buddy time percentages of these kernels can be different. The results shown in this figure are the average value of all kernels of each application. A 100% means that SMs in all buddy clusters are in the Buddy SM execution during an application's entire lifetime. For Buddy SM, divergence in a cluster means that a warp Fig. 15 . Evaluation of the regrouping strategies. Fig. 16 . Evaluation of the adaptive buddy cluster formation.
Percentage of Buddy Time
on an SM takes one direction and a warp on another SM takes another direction in a branch, under which Buddy SM will ungroup. For all other cases, such as when the warps on SMs traverse all branch directions or take the same direction, this is not divergence and thus Buddy SM will not ungroup. This is why many applications in the figure have 100% buddy time percentage. Irregular applications, such as BFS, MS, and HG, all have a buddy time percentage less than 100%. In general, the percentage is determined by how often and where the SMs diverge. Applications that have frequent SM divergences, or in which the SM diverges at an early stage of the kernels, will have smaller buddy time percentage. Figure 15 shows the performance comparison of two regrouping strategies. The performance of the Buddy SM execution with the halfway regrouping strategy is normalized to the performance with the new kernel regrouping strategy. The regrouping strategies only affect the benchmarks that have SM divergence. Therefore, Figure 15 only shows the benchmarks whose buddy time percentage is less than 100%. The new kernel regrouping strategy outperforms the halfway strategy. On average, the halfway strategy achieves 97.6% and 96.2% performance of the default new kernel regrouping strategy under two-buddy and four-buddy configurations, respectively. Benchmarks obtain lower performance under four-buddy configurations since more waiting cycles are incurred due to more members in each buddy cluster. Two benchmarks, PF and BFS, achieve the lowest performance since they experience more times of ungrouping and regrouping in kernels than other benchmarks, wasting many cycles on the ramping down operations (see Section 4.5) and so on. Although the halfway regrouping strategy can improve the buddy time percentage of some benchmarks, it cannot save more energy than the default new kernel regrouping strategy, according to the experiment results. This is because the performance degradation of the halfway strategy results in prolonged execution time of the entire GPU, consuming more energy than it saves. Therefore, the new kernel regrouping strategy is used in all later experiments. Figure 16 shows the performance of the adaptive buddy cluster formation method under the two-buddy and four-buddy configurations. Five applications have kernels with a nondividable number of thread blocks: AES, HG, PF, SAD, and SGE. The performance shown in the figure is normalized to the performance with the default uniform block dispatching scheme. We observe improved performance on all five benchmarks. For all other applications not shown in this figure, the adaptive buddy cluster formation method has the same performance with the default scheme. Therefore, we always adopt the adaptive buddy cluster formation method in the following experiments.
Evaluation of the Regrouping Strategy
Evaluation of the Adaptive Buddy Cluster Formation
Impact of Buddy SM
Buddy SM employs synchronized execution on SMs in a buddy cluster and therefore might affect the instruction issue and memory accesses compared to the conventional scheme. Applications can possibly experience a slight performance degradation due to the influence. Buddy SM imposes additional constraints on the instruction issuethe resource requirements on all cluster members must be met before a dependent instruction can be issued. However, there are multiple active warps (48 active warps for Fermi) on each SM, so this does not necessarily cause a problem as long as the schedulers can issue instructions from other active warps. Stalls may occur if none of the active warps is ready. Figure 17 shows the total number of stalls under the two-buddy and four-buddy configurations, respectively. The results are normalized to that in the normal GPGPU execution without Buddy SM. Most applications only suffer a minor increase of stalls. Besides, the number of stalls generally increases with the buddy size because of the more stringent requirement for cluster synchronization. We do observe the anti-trend that some applications receive fewer stalls, such as HG and SQ. A further look reveals that the instruction issuing order has been changed by Buddy SM, which in some cases reduces the stalls.
Besides the stalls for the instruction issue, the memory access latency can also be affected by Buddy SM. In the traditional scheme, all SMs proceed independently so that their memory access patterns are relatively random. However, with Buddy SM, which requires synchronized execution, the memory accesses from SMs in a buddy cluster become more aligned. The change of the memory access pattern sometimes causes congestion on the crossbar and increases memory access latency. Note that buddy clusters operate independently so that the memory accesses from different clusters are still distributed over time. On the other hand, aligned memory accesses create more opportunities for memory coalescing and Buddy SM reduces instruction fetching bandwidth, which might be beneficial to the memory latency. Depending on the applications' original memory access patterns and intensities, the overall memory access latency under Buddy SM can become worse or better. Figure 18 shows the average memory fetch latency under two-buddy and four-buddy configurations, respectively. The results are normalized to that in the normal GPGPU execution. The latency increases for half of the applications and decreases for the rest. DH has a significant increase in its latency, whereas SQ shows an obvious reduction. In general, applications with an increased number of stalls and memory fetch latency will exhibit performance degradation. Figure 19 compares the performance in instructions per cycle (IPC) of five architectures: 64-threaded warp, 128-threaded warp, two-buddy, four-buddy, and eight-buddy. All SMs have 32-SIMD lanes. A 64-threaded warp and a 128-threaded warp take two and four cycles to execute on 32-SIMD lanes, respectively. The results are normalized to the performance of the default (baseline) 32-threaded warp architecture.
Performance
On average, five architectures achieve 96.3%, 92.7%, 98.5%, 97.9%, and 91.3% normalized performance for all benchmarks, respectively. Two-buddy and four-buddy configurations achieve better performance than their corresponding large warp architecture. As analyzed in Meng et al. [2012] and Lashgar et al. [2012] , large warps can improve the memory access coalescing but will suffer more synchronization overhead, memory divergences, and branch divergences. We can observe that most benchmarks exhibit performance degradation when running large warps where NK-threaded warps running on K-wide SIMD lanes. Static large warp architectures cannot adapt to the varying thread-level parallelism among applications. For example, in the default 32-threaded warp architecture, if all threads on an SM take one direction and all threads on another SM take another direction, they can execute concurrently. However, by grouping the same threads into a larger 64-threaded or 128-threaded warp, they will be serialized, causing performance loss. This is especially true for benchmarks optimized for the 32-threaded warp architecture. For two-buddy or four-buddy configurations, it initially incurs the same condition as a 64-or 128-threaded warp architecture but is immediately ungrouped after the first divergence. After that, it works just as the 32-threaded warp architecture. Buddy SM incurs at most one-time divergence in each kernel with the "new kernel" regrouping strategy, but large warp architectures stall for every divergence in each kernel.
Overall, the performance of two-buddy or four-buddy configurations is close to that of the default system. We can observe that the performance of Buddy SM decreases with the buddy size, since bigger buddy sizes may introduce more stalls and synchronization cost because of more SMs in each buddy cluster. Eight-buddy configurations exhibit significant performance degradations, and therefore we recommend buddy sizes of four or smaller.
Front-End Energy Savings
Figure 20 presents the energy saved at the SM front-end units for the two-buddy and four-buddy configurations, respectively. The results correspond to the energy savings minus the overhead. The energy savings come from the power-gated front-end units of the slaves in the Buddy SM execution. The dynamic power and the static power of the front-end units are acquired from GPUWattch at runtime. The energy overhead includes the energy consumed on the buddy cluster NoC, enhanced scoreboard, and energy due to the prolonged execution time for some applications. Generally, a larger front-end energy savings can be achieved if an application has larger buddy time percentage and better performance. We can see that all applications save energy in both the two-buddy and four-buddy cases. Generally, the four-buddy case saves more energy because more front-end units of slaves can be power gated. It is worthwhile to mention that the four-buddy case has larger energy overhead due to its slightly reduced performance than the two-buddy case. In addition, the energy spent on the cluster NoC is larger for the four-buddy base because the packets need to travel longer distances. On average, 27.8% and 37.2% front-end energy can be saved under two-buddy and four-buddy configurations, respectively. We do not advocate cluster size beyond four because the performance/power is not good. SQ achieves the best front-end energy savings because of its good performance and 100% buddy time. On the contrary, BFS and TP save only a poor portion of the front-end energy because of their small buddy time or bad performance. SC saves more energy in two-buddy configurations than in four-buddy configurations because of its much better performance in two-buddy configurations, as show in Figure 19 . During the prolonged execution time in fourbuddy cases, the whole GPU consumes power, which offsets the energy savings. As a result, SC saves more energy in two-buddy than in four-buddy configurations. Figure 21 presents the results for the total saved energy (the energy savings minus the overhead) of the whole GPU. The energy savings percentage for the entire GPU depends on three factors: application performance (Figure 19 ), buddy time percentage (Figure 14) , and the percentage of the front-end power in total GPU power. We can see that the four-buddy scheme saves more energy than the two-buddy scheme for all applications except SC. For SC, its worse performance in the four-buddy scheme and the corresponding energy overhead outweigh the extra energy saved from more slave SMs in the four-buddy scheme. Overall, SQ saves the highest energy percentage, whereas BFS and TP save the least energy percentage. Five applications save more than 10% of total energy. From the figure, we can see that compute-intensive applications (BO, CP, AES, PF), memory-intensive applications (BS, SQ, TP, SC), and some irregular applications (BFS, MS, HG) all benefit from Buddy SM for energy efficiency. On average, 5.4% and 7.5% total GPU energy savings are obtained for all applications under twobuddy and four-buddy configurations, respectively. In summary, the two-buddy scheme has slightly better performance, whereas the four-buddy scheme saves more energy. Choosing which buddy size is a trade-off between performance and energy. We suggest using a static buddy size on a GPU.
Total GPU Energy Savings
CONCLUSION
In this article, we propose Buddy SM, a front-end sharing scheme to improve the energy efficiency in GPGPUs. Multiple SMs can be grouped together and execute in the lock-step fashion in a buddy cluster. The working principle is based on the unique characteristics in GPGPUs that many thread blocks behave similarly during the program execution, and thus there is no need for duplicated front-end units and independent operations. Buddy SM can save up to 37.2% front-end energy and 7.5% total GPU energy, respectively. The experiments show that Buddy SM is effective in both computeintensive and memory-intensive applications. In addition, some irregular applications can also benefit from the Buddy SM scheme for energy efficiency.
For future work, we will improve the Buddy SM technique for better efficiency. In addition, we will design new warp scheduling algorithms that can better cope with the Buddy SM execution and produce fewer stalls. We will seek for more efficient buddy strategies and study the feasibility of this technique to other types of processors.
